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Abstract. Camera Model Identification is the digital forensic problem
of identifying the source of an image under question, i.e., to map the
image to its source device. This assists forensic analysts to map a sus-
pect’s camera with a possibly illegal image repository, or to attribute an
image under question to its legitimate source. Counter–forensic attacks
to Camera Model Identification techniques, primarily comprise of image
anonymization. Image Anonymization is a technique adopted by an in-
telligent adversary for modifying an image illegitimately, so as to disable
attribution of the image to its source; hence to fool a forensic analyst and
prevent image source identification. In the recent years, there has been
a rapid growth of research interest in the domain of counter–forensics.
In this paper, we develop a deep learning based Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to detect whether an image under question has under-
gone any form of counter–forensic source anonymization attack. This will
enable a forensic analyst to find out whether an image, whose source is
being investigated, is authentic, or has it been tampered so as to pre-
vent correct source identification. We deal with three major classes of
source anonymization attacks in this paper, viz., Seam Carving, Finger-
print Copying, and Adaptive PRNU Denoising. If an image is detected
to have indeed undergone a counter–forensic attack, the proposed model
additionally enables detection of the specific class of attack, through mul-
ticlass classification. Our experimental results prove that the detection
accuracy of the proposed system is considerably high, and it passes the
overfitting test too.
Keywords. Classification, Convolutional Neural Network, Counter–Forensics,
Deep Learning, Digital Forensics, Source Camera Identification.

1 Introduction

Digital Forensics is a branch of science which helps law enforcement agencies in
providing legal evidences to digital crimes. In today’s digital era, digital crime
rate is on a high rise. Digital image forensics [1] is a sub–area of digital forensics
that deals with images involved in the digital crime scenarios. Camera Model
Identification [2–13], is the problem of identifying the legitimate source of an
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image under question, through forensic investigations. This is primarily done
by attributing an image to its source using camera fingerprints such as Photo
Response Non Uniformity (PRNU) or through a machine learning classification
using feature such as Image Quality Metrics (IQM), High Order Wavelet Statis-
tics (HOWS) etc.

Counter–forensics with respect to camera model identification [14, 15, 17,
16, 18] are aimed towards defeating state–of–the–art camera model identifica-
tion techniques by fooling the forensic analysis process. Counter–forensic attacks
against camera model identification are majorly comprised of source anonymiza-
tion techniques. Source anonymization is a form of intelligent adversarial attack,
which hinders source attribution of images through illegitimate image modifica-
tions. Such attacks are motivated by image anonymization works [14] that aim
at user anonymity, which are of relevance in protecting the privacy of on–line
users. However, image anonymity acts as a hindrance to forensic image source
identification.

Recent counter–forensic techniques [14, 15, 17, 16, 18] have proved to be quite
effective in battling state–of–the–art camera model identification. Hence, it is
imperative that the state–of–the–art camera model identification techniques be
made capable enough to resist counter–forensic attacks. In this context, here we
propose a deep learning based classification model using Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) to detect whether an image (to be analyzed forensically) is
authentic, or it has undergone counter–forensic modifications which would result
in invalidation of the forensic analysis results.

Our major contribution in this paper is the development of a deep learning
based CNN model for classification between authentic and counter–forensically
modified images. In addition, the proposed model performs a second level of
(multi–class) classification to identify the specific class of counter–forensic attack
the (tampered) image has undergone. The performance of a machine learning
system largely depends on how effectively features of the concerned dataset are
identified and extracted. Many artificial intelligence problems are solved through
machine learning, only when the appropriate features are successfully identified
and extracted. It is this dependency of machine learning based models on the
representation (features) of the data, that many times makes such systems inef-
fective; specifically, when the features are difficult to be identified. Deep Learning
is a fast emerging trend, where feature identification and extraction is taken care
of by the underlying neural network, i.e., the deep learning network does a rep-
resentation learning for the given data. We utilize this ability of a deep neural
network to perform a representation learning of counter–forensic images and
hence to develop a classification model for those. A Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN), used to build the proposed model in this work, is a special type of
deep neural network which is based on linear mathematical convolution.

In Fig. 1, we present the operational flowchart of the proposed two–level
classification system. Fig. 1 shows that proposed model primarily consists of
a counter–forensic detection module, which is a deep learning network (CNN),
that detects whether the image is authentic or counter–forensically modified. If
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Fig. 1. Operational flowchart of the proposed model for classification of counter–
forensic images with respect to camera model identification.

an image is detected to be authentic, it is taken up for forensic investigations.
Else, if the image is detected to be counter–forensically modified, the proposed
model tries to identify the class of source anonymization performed on it, so as
to assist the forensic analyst to adopt possible measures for retrieving the image
back to its original form. This is done by a multi–class classification among the
major classes of state–of–the–art source anonymization techniques, using deep
learning.

In this paper, we deal with the three broad classes constituting the state–of–
the–art in source anonymization, viz., Seam Carving [14, 15], Fingerprint Copy-
ing [16], and Adaptive PRNU Denoising [17]. Our experimental results prove
that the classification accuracy of the proposed model is considerably high.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the rel-
evant background on camera model identification and related source anonymiza-
tion techniques. In Section 3, we present the proposed deep learning Convolu-
tional Neural Network model for classification of source anonymized images. Our
experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude with future
research directions in Section 5.

2 Background

In the existing state–of–the–art, there are mainly two approaches to image source
identification, viz., fingerprint based approach [5, 7, 19] and feature based ma-
chine learning approach [2–4, 8–11, 21]. We discuss the basic operation of both
the approaches in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 we present relevant background
on existing counter–forensic (source anonymization) attacks on camera model
identification.
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2.1 Camera Model Identification

Kharrazi et al. [2] proposed a feature based image source iedntification tech-
nique, by representing an image as a set of numerical features. The features are
computed in both spatial domain (Image Quality Metrics (IQM)) and wavelet
domain (High Order Wavelet Statistics (HOWS)). Ever since, several researchers
have used different image feature sets to perform camera model identification.
Those include Binary Similarity Metrics (BSM) used by Celiktutan et al. [3],
features based on Color Filter Array (CFA) interpolation used by Bayram et
al. [4], extended color feature set used by Gloe et al. [21], image texture features
like Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) features
used by Bing et al. [9], ensemble of demosaicing features used by Chen et al. [11],
among others. Supervised machine learning based classification techniques (such
as Support Vector Machine (SVM)) are used in the above researches to perform
classification among different camera models.

In fingerprint based techniques for image source identification, Photo Re-
sponse Non–Uniformity (PRNU) noise has been used as unique camera finger-
print to map an image to its source [5, 7, 19]. PRNU of a test image, and Sensor
Pattern Noises (SPN) of possible camera models are computed, and a correlation
mechanism between those is employed to correlate an image to its source. Cor-
relation mechanisms used in the literature include Normalised Cross Correlation
(NCC) [5] and Peak to Correlation Energy (PCE) [6].

Very recently, a number of researchers have started using deep learning tech-
niques in camera model identification [12, 13]. In these works, different deep
learning architectures are studied and the deep neural networks are tuned to
perform efficient camera model identification. In [12] a simple CNN is trained
for camera model identification and in [13], a CNN followed by a transfer learn-
ing using SVM is proposed. Both these techniques offer a new perspective to
camera model identification as there is no pre–processing step involved. In case
of a feature based techniques, the pre–processing involved consists of feature
engineering; and in case of fingerprint based techniques, sensor patter noise and
PRNU computations.

2.2 Counter–Forensics for Image Source Identification

As stated previously, image source anonymization is the major form of counter–
forensic attack against camera model identification. Next, we discuss the ba-
sic operating principles of the three major classes of source anonymization al-
gorithms, viz., Seam Carving [14, 15], Fingerprint Copying [16], and Adaptive
PRNU Denoising [17].

Seam Carving Seam Carving [22] is a content aware resizing approach which
finds wide use in counter–forensics [14, 15]. Seam carving technique is used to
disturb an image’s reference noise pattern, so as to defeat PRNU based im-
age source attribution, which operates by correlating image noise pattern with
(possible) camera reference patterns.
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Specifically, seam carving disturbs the PRNU content of an image through
image resizing, thus removes seams (connected paths of pixels with least varia-
tion from surrounding pixels) [22] of an image. For an image with m rows and n
columns, a vertical seam s is nothing but a path connecting pixels from top to
bottom with horizontal offsets (between adjacent rows) not more than one pixel,
and is represented mathematically as,

s = {si}n−1
i=1 = {(col(i), i)}n−1

i=1 , where |col(i+ 1)− col(i)| ≤ 1 (1)

where i represents an image column and col(i) is a mapping from [1 · · ·n] to
[1 · · ·m]. The seam is a 8–connected path from top to bottom, with exactly
one pixel per row. Finally, the pixels forming the seam s would be I(si)

n−1
i=1 =

I(col(i), i)n−1
i=1 .

An optimal seam (s∗) is the seam with the lowest sum of energy [22], where
the energy function is given by,

e(I) =

∣∣∣∣∂I∂x
∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∂I∂y
∣∣∣∣ (2)

and, an optimal seam (s∗) is computed as,

s∗ = min
s

n∑
i=1

e(I(si)) (3)

It is evident from the above equation that the optimal seam is computed
using the cumulative minimum energy, for all possible connected seams, from
the first to the last column. Such optimal seams are removed from the original
image to get a seam carved image.

What makes a seam carved image difficult to analyse, is the lack of infor-
mation about the location or number of its seams removed. This is because the
process of seam carving is irreversible, and the PRNU pattern of the seam carved
image, will correlate very poorly with noise reference pattern of its source.

Fingerprint Copy Attack Fingerprint copy [16, 23], as the name suggests,
is the technique of masking one camera reference pattern with another. The
adversary masks his own camera pattern with another innocent’s camera pattern,
thus resulting into high rate of false positives in camera model identification. In a
sensitive forensic application as camera model identification, it is of paramount
importance to keep the false positive alarms minimal. Hence, the fingerprint
copy attack poses as an imminent threat to the credibility of the forensic source
identification systems, by leading an innocent to be detected wrongly as culprit.

Fingerprint copy attack is delivered as follows. Let image I be originating
from camera A, possessed by an adversary. Let us assume that the adversary
additionally gets access to some images captured by some other person’s camera
B, and estimates the noise residuals of both cameras A and B, NRA and NRB
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respectively, from the available images. Now, he removes his camera’s fingerprint
from I, and adds the fingerprint of B to I, by the following:

Ĩ = I − α×NRA + β ×NRB (4)

where NRA and NRB are the noise residuals of cameras A and B respectively,
and α and β are the camera substitution parameters that determine the strength
of the fingerprint copy.

As a result, the forensic analyst is fooled to believe that image I originated
from camera B, and not from A, as a result of his investigations. This renders
the owner of camera B to be the culprit, instead of that of camera A.

Adaptive PRNU Denoising (APD) Image PRNU is resilient to various geo-
metric and compression manipulations [5]. Hence to make an image untraceable
to its source camera, different attacks started targeting the PRNU content of an
image, a major identifier of the underlying sensor. Adaptive PRNU Denoising
(APD) [17] is one such counter–forensic attack which denoises an image, repeti-
tively, until it has sufficiently suppressed the image PRNU to prevent its source
identification. In the following Eq. 5, a Denoising Filter (DF) is applied m times
to suppress the noise residual of an image I.

Î = DF (DF (DF · · ·m times (I))) = DFm(I) (5)

The objective is to obtain an image which would correlate very poorly with its
own PRNU noise pattern. In order to achieve this, the PRNU estimate of the
image I (NRI) is computed as in [5], and a magnitude adjustment factor β is
estimated according to Eq. 6 below.

Corr((I − β ×NRI), NRI) ≈ 0 (6)

APD lowers the correlation of an image to its source efficiently, without
affecting any visual artifact. Since no additional artifacts are introduced due to
repeated denoising, to detect whether an image has undergone this process, is
difficult.

The existing counter–forensic techniques presented above, are extremely effi-
cient in defeating state–of–the–art camera model identification methods. Hence
it would be helpful to distinguish between authentic and counter–forensic im-
ages, so as not to fool the forensic investigations. As of yet no suitable feature or
common artifacts have been identified, which are capable enough to distinguish
counter–forensic images. Hence we adopt a deep learning architecture in this
work, for the task of counter–forensic image classification, whereby the feature
learning happens through deep neural network.
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3 Proposed Deep Learning based Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) Model for Counter–Forensic Image
Classification

In a machine learning based classification system, the feature representations
have to be accurately defined. However, in scenarios where it is impossible or
difficult to pre–define a feature representation of given dataset, machine learning
techniques are bound to fail. Deep learning techniques, having the ability to
acquire knowledge through the inherent characteristics of training data where
the knowledge acquired is stored as the weights of the network, overcomes this
limitation of machine learning models. Regular neural networks do perform well
in image classification, but due to high computational complexity and as the
weights in successive layers keep on increasing, having a full connectivity in every
layer, would involve huge number of parameters, and quickly lead to overfitting.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [27] constitute a type of deep learning
neural networks, which perform well with images. They have been found to be
useful in various computer vision and image processing applications, such as
object recognition [26], number recognition from hand written text etc. [27].

In this paper, we use convolutional neural networks to perform a two stage
classification for counter–forensic images. First, a binary classification to sep-
arate counter–forensic images from authentic ones, and second, a multi–class
classification to identify the type of counter–forensic image. The proposed CNN
architecture is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2, which includes the followings:

– The first convolution layer (Conv1) with a 3×3 kernel and 32 filters, followed
by a Rectifier Linera Unit (ReLU).

– The second convolution layer (Conv2) with a 3 × 3 kernel and 32 filters,
followed by another ReLU.

– Max Pooling with a 2×2 window, followed by the first dropout layer (DropOut1)
with drop out parameter 0.2.

– A fully connected layer, followed by a ReLU activation, which is subsequently
followed by the second dropout layer (DropOut2) with drop out parameter
of 0.5.

– A fully connected layer, followed by a softmax layer for loss computation.

Next, we describe in detail, the structure of different layers (specified above)
used in this architecture, along with the importance of each.

3.1 Convolution

The major operation performed in a CNN is convolution. Convolutional networks
are simply neural networks, that use convolution in place of general matrix
multiplication in at least one of their layers [24]. The convolution operation [25]
on a signal S, using a window W , is defined as follows:

C(t) =

∫
S(x)W (t− x)dx (7)
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Fig. 2. Proposed CNN architecture for counter–forensic image classification.

In CNN terminology, the first argument to a convolution operation (S(x) in
Eq. 7) is called the input and the second argument (W (t− x) in Eq. 7) is called
the kernel. The output of the convolution operation is a feature map (C(t) in
Eq. 7).

On a two dimensional signal, such as an image I, of dimension m× n, using
a kernel K, the convolution operation is carried out as follows:

C(i, j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I(m,n)K(i−m, j − n) (8)

From each test image I (authentic or counter–forensic), we crop out a central
portion (of size 32 × 32, 64 × 64 or 128 × 128), which are fed as input to the
proposed CNN in batches of sizes 64, 128 and 256. Here, we use two convolution
layers with 32 filters and kernel of size 3×3 each. In the next section, we describe
the activation and pooling types used in this work.

3.2 Activation and Pooling

A CNN performs three primitive operational steps while doing a classification. It
starts with a convolution operation using a specific kernel, then uses an activation
function in the detector stage for feature extraction, and finally enhances the
output further, through a pooling layer. An activation function takes the output
of the previous layer which is nothing but a weighted data and produces a
non–linear transformation of the data. Most used activation functions include
sigmoid ( 1

1+e−x ) and tanh (f(x) = tanh(x)), (x being the input signal) [24].
Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) are used extensively in deep learning to achieve
non–linearity. In a ReLU, f(x) ≈ log(1 + ex), where x is the input signal.

In this paper, we use three ReLU activations to introduce non–linearity in
the layers. The advantage of a ReLU over a Sigmoid function is that the gradient
of sigmoid function reaches approximately zero when we increase or decrease x;
but in case of a ReLU, the gradient does not vanish when x is varied.
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In the pooling layer, the output of the previous layer at a particular position
is replaced with the summary statistics of its neighborhood. The popular pooling
mechanisms adopted are, max pooling (which replaces the value with the maxi-
mum element in the pre–defined neighborhood), average pooling (which replaces
the average value of the pre–defined neighborhood), L2 norm of neighborhood
(which replaces the value with square root of sum of squares of the activations
in the neighborhood). In this paper, we use a max pooling layer with a 2 × 2
window. Next, we describe the type of optimizer used in our CNN.

3.3 Optimizer

The most important module involved in a neural network is the performance
evaluation of the learning task at hand, to measure how well the network is able
to optimize the cost function J(θ) (where θ is the parameter space of the archi-
tecture). The cost function in this paper is considered to be the ‘classification
error’. Hence, in this work, the objective is to minimize the classification error,
i.e., to minimize the cost function.

The function of the optimizer in a CNN is to find the optimal set of θ values,
i.e., the set which would optimize cost function J(θ). The types of optimizers
used commonly in deep learning are, Stochastic Gradient Descent, RMS Prop,
Adam, AdaDelta [24] etc.

In this paper, we use Stochastic Gradient Descent optimizer, with a learning
rate of 0.01, and momentum fixed at 0.9. Additionally, dropout layers are used
in the proposed CNN to overcome overfitting. In a dropout layer, the updation
of weights of random nodes is stopped, so that the network is forced to learn
independent representations of the data, and hence to prevent overfitting.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we provide our experimental results to measure the accuracy of
the proposed deep learning model in classifying counter–forensic images.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We conducted our experiments on the Dresden Image Database [20], which is a
benchmark dataset, available publicly for image forensic research. In this work,
we have used a total of 12,500 natural images of the Dresden database, for our
experiments, out of which 5,000 are authentic and the rest 7,500 are counter–
forensically modified. The 7,500 counter–forensic images, consist of three sets of
2,500 images, modified manually through seam carving, fingerprint copy attack
and Adaptive PRNU Denoising, respectively, following the procedure discussed
in Section 2.2.

The proposed CNN takes input on varied batches as 64, 128 and 256 for
32× 32, 64× 64 and 128× 128 image blocks. The proposed network architecture
is presented in Fig. 2. A 3× 3 kernel is used in convolution and a 2× 2 window
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in max pooling layer. The convolution layers are followed by a ReLU activation
to introduce non–linearity. All the different batches are trained using Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) with a momentum fixed at 0.9, learning rate of 0.01 and
decay of 0.005. Two drop–out layers are used to fight overfitting with dropout
probabilities 0.2 and 0.5 respectively. The last layer is a softmax layer that
computes the loss function.

In our work, the CNN training is carried out using the keras [28] framework
developed for deep learning. We have used a workstation with an Intel Xeon
CPU (E3-1225 v5, 3.3GHz), 16GB RAM and a GPU (Geforce GTX 970) with
1664 CUDA cores.

4.2 Performance of the Proposed Model

Experiment 1 The first step in our proposed methodology is to perform a
binary classification between authentic and counter–forensic images. The train-
ing samples are labelled with two classes: authentic (5000 samples) or counter–
forensic (7500 samples). The confusion matrix representing the binary classifi-
cation results, is shown in Table 1. The overall classification accuracy achieved
is 93.4%.

Experiment 2 In the second step, the counter–forensic images are further
classified according to the class of source anonymization attack that they have
undergone (seam carved, fingerprint copied, or APD). We used 2500 labelled
training samples from each type of counter–forensic class. In Table 2, we present
the second level classification accuracy results between seam carved, fingerprint
copied, and PRNU denoised images, with varied image sizes (32 × 32, 64 × 64
and 128× 128) and batch sizes (64, 128, 256).

In our experiments, we achieve the maximum classification accuracy of 85.7%
for image size 64 × 64, and batch size 128, using a stochastic gradient descent
optimizer with learning rate of 0.01 and momentum of 0.9.

As evident from Table 2, the classification accuracy varies with image (crop–
out) size. We observe the the best performance with 64× 64 sized images. This
result is in compliance with the findings made in [13], where 64× 64 sized image
patches proved to give best performance in source camera identification.

Discussion An epoch represents the time taken for one forward pass and one
backward pass of all the training examples. That is, when there are N training

Table 1. Classification accuracy results for binary classification between authentic and
counter–forensic images. (Overall accuracy 93.4%)

Actual

Predicted
Authentic Counter–Forensic

Authentic 94.72% 5.28%
Counter–Forensic 7.48% 92.52%
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Table 2. Classification accuracy (%) among seam carved, fingerprint copied, and
PRNU denoised images.

Image Size 32× 32 64× 64 128× 128

Batch Size 64 128 256 64 128 256 64 128 256

100 epochs 33.3 48.7 48.4 73.1 72.6 75.1 36.7 34.3 33.3

200 epochs 42.7 50.1 53.6 76.4 78.1 76.2 42.2 40.2 38.3

300 epochs 48.1 52.6 56.2 77.3 81.2 77.9 50.4 52.6 42.4

500 epochs 52.3 59.3 59.1 81.5 84.2 82.6 55.2 57.3 51.3

1000 epochs 55.7 61.2 60.2 84.6 85.7 84.1 59.2 61.2 56.4

samples and batches are of size b, then it takes N
b iterations to complete one

epoch. In our experiments, we varied the number of epochs until the performance
of the proposed system stabilizes, and does not significantly change from one
epoch to the next.

The image batch size also plays a crucial role in representation learning. It
represents the number of samples that are going to be propagated through the
deep learning model. Larger batch size implies higher memory requirement. For
instance, if there are N training samples, and the batch size is fixed to be b, then
sequential batches of N

b samples are used iteratively for training the network.
The advantage of using the concept of batches is that the entire dataset need not
be loaded into memory at once. Also it makes the learning of the model faster,
as the network weights are updated at every iteration.

In order to avoid overfitting, two dropout layers are used with values 0.2 and
0.5 respectively and we used a validation dataset to evaluate our performance
(which is completely hidden from training) with 20% of total images. The classifi-
cation accuracies presented in Table 1 and Table 2 are for the validation dataset.
This proves that the proposed CNN architecture is capable of distinguishing be-
tween authentic and counter–forensic images with a considerably high efficiency;
and it further detects the type of counter–forensic attack efficiently (with 64×64
images).

All the above mentioned parameters, viz., image size, batch size, number of
epochs, kind of optimizer used (SGD in our case), hyperparameters like learning
rate, momentum etc., decide the performance of a deep neural network.

5 Conclusion

In image source identification, the presence of counter–forensic images poses
a serious threat to a forensic analyst, with respect to the credibility of the
investigation results. Thus it is of paramount importance to identify whether
an image is counter–forensically modified, and hence to remove those from the
source identification module. In this paper, we perform a counter–forensic im-
age classification, by adopting a two–level classification mechanism. At level one
the proposed system distinguishes between authentic and counter–forensically
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modified images. At level two, the counter–forensic images are further classified
according to the source anonymization attack that they have undergone.

Future research in this direction would involve formulation of anti counter–
forensic measures to combat the existing counter–forensic attacks, and hence to
achieve highly accurate source identification, even with counter–forensic images.
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